Abstract Previously we numerically showed that thermalization can occur in an oscillating Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) with a disordered harmonic trap when healing length ξ of the condensate is shorter than the correlation length σ D of the disorder [see, for example, the experiment reported in Phys. Rev. A 82, 033603 (2010)]. In this work, we investigate the weakly interacting or Anderson localization regime ξ > σ D and show that the oscillating BEC can also exhibit a relaxation process from nonequilibrium to equilibrium. In such an isolated quantum system, energy and particle number are conserved and the irreversible evolution towards thermodynamic equilibrium is induced by the disorder. The thermodynamic equilibrium is evidenced by the maximized entropy S [n k ] in which the waveaction spectrum n k follows the Rayleigh-Jeans distribution. Besides, unlike a monotonic irreversible process of thermalization to equilibrium, the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou recurrence arises in this system, manifested by the oscillation of the non-equilibrium entropy.
Introduction
One of the longstanding questions in statistical mechanics is that how an isolated system can relax from nonequilibrium to equilibrium, i.e., thermalization [1, 2, 3, 4] . This question also connects to how occurs the second law of thermodynamics and what orientates the direction of time. In one our recent paper [5] , we numerically simulate an oscillating Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) in a disordered trap [6] and the results are in good agreement with the experiment. It showed that when the healing length ξ of the condensate is shorter than the correlation length σ D of the disorder, the system can eventually approach a thermodynamic equilibrium that is accompanied by an algebraic localization. In this paper, we show that an oscillating BEC in the weakly interacting or Anderson localization regime, ξ > σ D , can also exhibit a relaxation process from nonequilibrium to equilibrium.
In the literature, most of works concerning the thermalization in a nonlinear system focused on the condensation process of nonlinear waves with a given incoherent initial condition [7, 8, 9] . In these systems, the interaction between particles plays the central role towards the thermalization. In this work, in contrast, we focus on a condensate with a moving coherent initial state where the thermalization arises due to the random disorder. It is worth noting that for the present system the disorder does not cause any energy dissipation. It acts as a medium which results in the exchange of partial kinetic energy with partial potential energy and the subsequent equilibrium. As a consequence, random disorder is realized as another route towards the thermalization.
Theoretical Approach
We consider a 1D Bose gas with a repulsive contact interaction that is confined in a harmonic potential V h (z) = mω 2 z 2 /2. In the dilute and ultracold condition, the condensate wave function ψ (z, t), normalized to one, |ψ| 2 dz = 1, is governed by the Gross-Pitaveskii (GP) equation in the presence of a real spatially random disordered potential V D (z),
The healing length at the center of the condensate is defined as ξ =h/ √ 2mµ, where µ = 3g/2 5 2/3 is the chemical potential with g the coupling constant of contact interaction. The disorder correlation length σ D is defined by fitting the autocorrelation function
In the experiment [6] , the condensate is released at a position off the center of the harmonic trap that results in the subsequent oscillations. For numerical convenience, we take the alternative scheme such that the condensate is released at the trap center but with an initial velocity v 0 . To obtain an initial wave function with a velocity v 0 , we apply the Galilean transformation: ψ = ϕ exp (imv 0 z) and in the absence of disorder, the corresponding GP equation for the residual wave function ϕ is
Long-term imaginary-time evolution of Eq. (2) gives ϕ which in turn gives the initial wave function ψ. The experimental parameters are ω = 2π × 5.5 Hz, µ = h × 1.1 kHz, V 0 /h = 280 Hz, and oscillation amplitude A = 0.6 mm which yields an initial peak velocity v 0 = 20 mm/s. Throughout the calculations, we use l h = h/mω and τ h = ω −1 as the units of length and time respectively. The experiment [6] was performed using σ D = 0.25l h that falls into the regime ξ < σ D . Here we instead choose σ D = 0.01l h that corresponds to the regime ξ > σ D of Anderson localization [10] .
Thermalization is intimately related to the flux, energy, or particle waveaction between the microstates. Owing to the random disorder, the wave function ψ is seen to exhibit an irreversible evolution towards thermal equilibrium. Thermalization phenomenon can be studied in terms of effective diffusion in the momentum space. Such salient properties of energy or waveaction flux is well described in the context of wave-turbulence (WT) theory. In this work, we shall apply the WT theory to study the equilibrium properties of the system. In this regard, it is useful to express the condensate wave function in form of Madelung transformation, ψ(z, t) = ρ(z, t) exp[iφ(z, t)] with ρ and φ the density and phase, respectively. As a result, total energy of the system can be expressed as the sum of five terms,
is the quantum pressure energy, E pot = ρV h dz is the trapping energy, E dis = ρV D dz is the disorder-potential energy, and E int = (g/2) ρ 2 dz is the interaction energy. To characterize the energy flux, we employ the sum rule in wave number k space: E hyd (t) = kc 0 E hyd (k, t) dk, where k c is an ultraviolet cutoff and the hydrodynamic kinetic energy spectrum
We will elaborate the cutoff k c later.
Results and Discussions
Virial theorem describes the relationship between various energies of a system when it approaches the equilibrium. For the current system described by the GP equation (1), according to the virial theorem the following condition should be satisfied at equilibrium [11] , Fig. 1 Time evolution of four energies E kin , Epot, E dis , and E int discussed in text. Total energy is conserved and E dis ≃ 0 for the entire process. E kin , Epot, and E int all come to a constant at t → ∞ which evidences that the system is approaching the equilibrium.
Comparison of the red and green curves reveals that the condition of the virial theorem,
Here E kin is the quantum kinetic energy consisting of both hydrodynamic kinetic energy and quantum pressure energy, E kin = E hyd + E qum , and d denotes the dimension. Fig. 1 shows the time evolution of the four energies, E kin , E pot , E dis , and E int . As random disorder potential is rapidly varying in space, E dis ≃ 0 (cyan line) for the entire process. Both the trapping and disorder potentials are real and time-independent, thus one expects that there is no energy loss. Conservation of total energy is indeed shown in Fig. 1 (black line). Of most interest, during the process partial kinetic energy is in exchange with partial potential energy and all E kin , E pot , and E int come to a constant when t → ∞ that signals the equilibrium. Moreover, it is confirmed that the condition (4) of virial theorem, E pot ≃ E kin +E int /2, is satisfied for the current system with d = 1 (see the comparison between the red and green lines in Fig. 1 ). One can define the equilibrium temperature T from the kinetic energy at equilibrium, E kin (t → ∞) ≡ k B T /2 ≃ 364hω. It gives T ≃ 0.53 nK which will be used to fit the waveaction spectrum in Fig. 2 . During the thermalization process, there are energy or waveaction flux between the microstates. The waveaction spectrum can be given as [12] 
where E hyd is the hydrodynamic kinetic energy spectrum defined in (3). In terms of n k , one can further define an entropy [7, 8, 9] S (t) = ln n k dk. For WT, the simplest steady state is the one corresponding to no flux of energy or waveaction between the microstates -so called the Rayleigh-Jeans (RJ) spectra. Thus RJ spectrum corresponds to a state of energy equipartition in the k-space, or a non-dissipative state of detailed balancing for the local energy transfer. For the current system, the corresponding RJ spectrum appears to be
where T denotes the equilibrium kinetic energy or temperature (see Fig. 1 ) and µ is the chemical potential.
In a real system, the RJ spectra can only be realized with a truncated k c in the k-space, however. That is, only a large but finite number of modes are involved in the RJ spectra. Such phenomenon is known as ultraviolet catastrophe. How a ultraviolet cutoff k c can make the RJ spectrum a legitimate solution is a real issue. In our previous simulation [5] on the dipole oscillation experiment with ξ < σ D [6] , the cutoff k c which gives the best fit is found to be slightly smaller than the wave number corresponding to the healing length, k ξ ≡ 2π/ξ. It indicates that the optimal cutoff k c actually mimics the shortest length scale or the largest k scale in association with the healing length of the system. In the current case with ξ > σ D , we shall use the similar cutoff k c . Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the entropy (6) . The inset shows the eventual waveaction spectrum (5) that is well fitted by the RJ spectrum (7). It unambiguously indicates that thermalization is developing in the system. In earlier process, one also sees clear Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou (FPUT) recurrence effect [13, 14] that is consistent with the oscillation of the system.
Finally we derive the relevant equation of motion for the irreversible evolution of the system. The GP equation (1) can be transformed to in the mo-mentum space: 
Here F = mω 2 (∂ k φ k ) corresponds to the force due to the harmonic trap, ℑ and ℜ correspond to the imaginary and real parts, and C [D] and S [D] correspond to the terms associated with the collision between particles and the scattering by disorder, respectively. Explicitly
where D k1k ≡ ψ k1 ψ * k . In the case without the trap, F = 0, the Boltzmann like equation (9) reduces to a master equation in which the disorder potential V D plays the central role of the transition matrix. In this case, the simplest stationary solution of Eq. (9) occurs when all the off-diagonal terms vanish, D k1k = 0 for all k 1 = k. This corresponds to the detailed balancing which gives rise to the RJ spectrum. In the present case of a smooth trapping potential, F ≃ 0 seems to be a good approximation and the above simplest stationary solution for F = 0 holds.
Conclusions
We show that an oscillating condensate in a disordered trap is an excellent system to exhibit a relaxation process from nonequilibrium to equilibrium. Here we focus on the case when the healing length of the condensate is exceeding the correlation length of disorder -so-called the Anderson localization regime. Due to the random disorder, the oscillating condensate is eventually stopped that signals the equilibrium. We have confirmed that when the system comes to the equilibrium, the entropy is maximized and the waveaction spectrum follows the Rayleigh-Jeans dispersion. A Boltzmann like equation has been derived to explain the role of the disorder.
